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Crossroad shown in  
Granite Crystal Metallic

Serious style. Serious performance. Serious value. But don’t let 
these sensibilities fool you. Dodge Journey is the crossover that’s 

a thrill to drive. Packed with versatility, comfort and technology, 
Journey lets you make the most of the everyday drive or the long-

weekend road trip. With seating for seven and plenty of designed-in 
storage, there’s plenty of room for your family, friends and your gear as 

well. When you’re looking for a crossover that checks all the boxes and 
then some, look no further than Dodge Journey.

HIGHLIGHTS / /  3

PACKED AND READY 
FOR ACTION

Incredible storage versatility

Seating for seven

Uconnect® 3 NAV1* multimedia centre

Properly secure all cargo.

*A note about this catalogue: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the last page.
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CROWD PLEASER

The Journey Crossroad interior wasn’t simply built — it was crafted. It was 
thoughtfully designed to give both driver and passenger comfortable seating with 
a view of the road via stadium seating and audio enjoyment through well-placed 
premium speakers with subwoofer, a standard Uconnect® 3 NAV1 multimedia 
centre with an 8.4-inch touchscreen radio with navigation1 and SiriusXM satellite 
radio2 with a one-year subscription. Luxury is found in the 10-way power driver seat, 
including four-way power lumbar adjust, heated front seats and a full-circumference 
heated leather-wrapped steering wheel. The convenience features include a power 
sunroof, remote start and in-floor storage bins.

Rear-Seat Video GroupUconnect 3 NAV1 multimedia centre

Crossroad interior shown with leather-faced seats with Sport 
mesh inserts — Black with Light Grey accent stitching
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From the commute to family to the hobbies you’re passionate about, you give it 
your all. When you drive a Journey, you get more than a crossover that shares your 
dedication to the details — you get a partner that helps make it all possible. It 
starts with a versatile seven-passenger interior. The combination of rear doors 
that open 90 degrees and Tilt ’n Slide® second-row seats makes accessing the 
50/50 split-folding third-row seats easy. 

Turn down the standard 60/40 split-folding and reclining second-row seating 
to quickly transform Journey from a people-mover to a cargo-hauler. There’s 
up to 1,914 litres (67.6 cu ft) of cargo space inside, which makes hauling a 
breeze. Opt for the available Rear-Seat Video Group that includes a 9-inch 
screen, remote control and two pairs of wireless headphones to keep 
passengers happily entertained.

VERSATILITY / /  5

GO EVERYWHERE WITH EVERYONE 
AND EVERYTHING

Properly secure all cargo. Properly secure all cargo.
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Every adventure requires 
the right gear, and Journey 

has the right storage 
system to keep all of it 

organized, thanks to an 
impressive storage system 

that includes map pockets on 
the front doors, and a centre 

console and glove box which 
also provide excellent locations 

for out-of-direct-view storage. 
Two Class-Exclusive second-row 

in-floor storage bins3 (on Crossroad 
models) with removable, washable 

liners each hold up to a dozen 355-mL 
cans with ice. With latching lids, these 

bins are also a great place for stowing 
travel items. 

A standard hidden storage bin and access 
door to the tool-and-jack compartment are 

located behind the rear seat. When hauling 
gear is a priority, simply fold down the 

second- and third-row seats.

STORAGE / /  6

STORAGE TO THE MAX

Spacious glove boxes Dual in-floor storage Cargo area storage

Centre console storage

Properly secure all cargo.
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RADIO

TECHNOLOGY THAT DELIVERS

KEEP YOURSELF CONNECTED
Crossroad models feature the Uconnect® 3 NAV1 multimedia 
centre with the largest touchscreen in its class4 — 8.4 inches. 
This intuitive system features icons for radio controls, 
smartphone, climate controls and navigation.1 CVP models 
showcase a 4.3-inch media centre touchscreen radio. With 
either system, you can bring your own tunes via remote USB 
port or available Bluetooth® streaming audio. The USB port can 
also charge your compatible devices. 

Available hands-free calling5 can be operated through 
steering wheel-mounted controls or the touchscreen. 
After touching the Voice Command5 button, you can use 
your voice to manage your phone and radio stations 
(standard on Crossroad). 

INFOTAINMENT AMPLIFIED
With Uconnect, you’ll have entertainment that offers 
something for everyone. Opt for SiriusXM2 (standard on 
Crossroad), which includes a one-year subscription and 
you get access to over 140 channels. Enjoy instant replay of 
your favourite tunes and get alerts when your favourite 
song, artist or team is playing on any SiriusXM channel. 

Standard on Crossroad is the six-speaker premium sound 
system with subwoofer and 368-watt amplifier for your 
optimal audio enjoyment.

DISTINGUISHED DETAILS
Small details can make big impacts. Steering wheel-
mounted buttons offer easy access to cruise and audio 
controls. The  illuminated cup holders add extra pops of 
colour, while well-tailored touchpoints and premium soft-
touch materials add sophistication. When the weather 
turns chilly, drivers will appreciate the heated front seats 
and steering wheel standard on Crossroad models.

VOICE5PHONE5NAV1

Uconnect 3 NAV1 multimedia centre
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40+STANDARD AND AVAILABLE SAFETY & SECURITY FEATURES

TSC uses the ESC8 sensors to help recognize sway unique to 
trailering. It alternately applies brake pressure on the wheels and 
may adjust the throttle to help eliminate sway and maintain 
stability. Standard.

TRAILER SWAY  
CONTROL  

(TSC)

When road conditions are not at their best, ESC helps the  
driver maintain vehicle directional stability and limits oversteer  
or understeer. ESC includes All-Speed Traction Control, Brake Assist, 
Electronic Roll Mitigation and Trailer Sway Control (TSC). Standard.

ELECTRONIC 
STABILITY CONTROL   

(ESC)8

No need to fumble for your keys. Convenient technology  
detects your approach when you are carrying the key fob and  
will unlock the door when you pull the handle. Once inside,  
start the engine by pressing the Start/Stop button while stepping 
on the brake. Standard.

KEYLESS ENTER ’N GOTM 
WITH PROXIMITY  

ENTRY AND PUSH-
BUTTON START

The active front head restraints automatically move forward  
and upward in the event of a rear-end collision to help decrease  
the space between the head restraint and the occupant’s head, 
helping provide added neck protection for both the driver and 
front passenger. Standard.

ACTIVE  
FRONT HEAD 
RESTRAINTS7

When the vehicle is in Reverse, the sensors can help detect the 
presence of objects within 1.9 metres (6.2 feet) of the vehicle in the 
back-up pathway and provide an audible and visual warning to 
notify the driver. Standard. (Late availability.)

PARK-SENSE®  
REAR PARK  

ASSIST SYSTEM6

SAFETY & SECURITY FEATURES / /  8

Four-wheel antilock disc brakes help prevent wheel lockup, 
offering improved steering control under extreme braking and/ 
or slippery conditions. Standard.

ANTILOCK BRAKE 
SYSTEM  

(ABS)

A warning system in the instrument cluster alerts the driver to any 
tire with low pressure, with displays for each tire’s pressure in the 
Electronic Vehicle Information Centre (EVIC). Standard.

TIRE PRESSURE  
MONITORING  

SYSTEM

PARKVIEW®  
REAR BACK-UP 

CAMERA6

Displays an accurate visual reference of what is behind your vehicle 
when it is in Reverse. Includes grid lines to aid the driver when 
manoeuvring into parking spaces or narrow areas. Standard.
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MODEL FEATURES / /  9

POWERTRAIN
•  2.4L DOHC 16V Dual Variable Valve  

Timing (VVT) I-4 engine with 4-speed 
automatic transmission

•  Front-Wheel Drive (FWD)
SELECT STANDARD EQUIPMENT
INTERIOR AMENITIES 
•  Air conditioning with front dual-zone manual 

temperature control and air filtering
• Auto-dimming rearview mirror
•  Door sill scuff pads
•  Driver and front-passenger lower LED lamps
•  Electronic Vehicle Information Centre (EVIC)
•  Illuminated front cup holders
•  Media Centre:

—  Auxiliary audio input jack and remote 
USB port

—  Radio 4.3 multimedia centre with 4.3-inch 
touchscreen and 6 speakers

•  Power locks and windows, driver 1-touch down
•  Seating:

—  Driver’s height-adjustable seat
—  Premium cloth low-back bucket seats
—  Second-row 60/40 split-folding seat with 

before/after adjustment
—  Third-row 50/50 fold/reclining seat

•  Steering wheel-mounted audio and 
cruise controls

• Storage:
—  Full-length floor console with  

premium armrest 
•  Three 12-volt power outlets
•  Tilt/telescoping steering column
EXTERIOR FEATURES
•  Black grille with chrome crosshairs
•  Black, power, heated mirrors, manual folding
• Black side roof rails
• Body-colour door handles
•  Lighting:

—  Incandescent taillamps
—  Liftgate floodlamp
—  Automatic quad-halogen headlamps

• Sunscreen glass
•  Wheels and Tires:

—  17-inch steel wheels with wheel covers
—  Compact spare tire
—  225/65R17 BSW All-Season Touring tires

SAFETY & SECURITY
•  4-wheel antilock disc brakes with Brake Assist
•  7 air bags9

•  Active front head restraints7

•  Child Seat Anchor System (LATCH)
•  Electronic Stability Control (ESC)8 with 

All-Speed Traction Control, Electronic Roll 
Mitigation and Trailer Sway Control

•  Engine block heater
•  Keyless Enter ’n GoTM with proximity entry 

and push-button start
•  ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera6

• Park-Sense® Rear Park Assist System6*
•  Sentry Key® antitheft engine immobilizer
•  Tire Pressure Monitoring Display
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Blacktop Package
•  Mopar® All-Weather Group 
•  Mopar Chrome Accent Package 
• Popular Equipment Group

POWERTRAIN
•  2.4L DOHC Dual VVT I-4 engine with 4-speed 

automatic transmission
•  FWD
ENHANCEMENTS vs.  CVP 
• 6 premium speakers with subwoofer 
•  Air conditioning with Tri-Zone Automatic 

Temperature Control (ATC) and humidity sensor
•  Exterior:

—   19-inch Black aluminum wheels with 
225/55R19 BSW All-Season Touring tires

—  Black headlamp and taillamp bezels
—  Black lower side sills with Platinum 

Chrome inserts
— Body-colour mirrors
—  Crossroad badge
— Fog lamps
—  Gloss Black grille
— LED taillamps
—  Platinum Chrome insert on front and 

rear fascia
—  Platinum Chrome side roof rails

•  Front and rear aimable LED lamps
•  Heated leather-wrapped steering wheel 
• Interior observation mirror
• Leather-wrapped shift knob
• Liquid Graphite interior accents
•  Media Centre:

—  Hands-free communication5 with 
Bluetooth® streaming audio 

— GPS Navigation1

—  SiriusXM satellite radio with 
1-year subscription2

—  Uconnect® 3 NAV1 multimedia centre with 
8.4-inch touchscreen

• Overhead console
• Power sunroof 
• Remote start
•  Seating:

—  Heated leather-faced front seats with Sport 
mesh inserts

—  Power 10-way driver’s seat, including 
4-way lumbar adjust

—  Premium door trim panel with Light Grey 
accent stitching

• Second-row in-floor storage bins 
• Security alarm
• Universal garage door opener10

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
•  Mopar All-Weather Group 
•  Rear-Seat Video Group

19-inch Black aluminum wheel 
Standard on Crossroad 

CVP CROSSROAD

17-inch steel wheel with wheel cover 
Standard on CVP 

17-inch Black aluminum wheel  
Available on CVP with Blacktop Package 

*Late availability.
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Cloth — Black  
Standard on CVP

Leather-faced with Sport mesh inserts — Black  
with Light Grey accent stitching  

Standard on Crossroad

Cloth — Light Frost Beige  
Standard on CVP

Billet Metallic White Pitch Black Granite Crystal Metallic

Jazz Blue Pearl Redline PearlDestroyer Grey

INTERIOR COLOUR CHOICES

EXTERIOR COLOUR CHOICES
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GVWR, kg (lb) 

2.4L I-4 2404 (5300)

TOWING, kg (lb) 

2.4L I-4 Front-Wheel Drive (FWD) 450 (1000)

EXTERIOR, mm (in) 

Wheelbase 2890 (113.8)

Overall Height with Roof Rack 1765 (69.5)

Front Track 1571 (61.8)

Rear Track 1582 (62.3)

Overall Width, including Mirrors 2127 (83.7)

Overall Length 4888 (192.4)

INTERIOR, mm (in) FRONT SECOND THIRD

Headroom 1036 (40.8) 1013 (39.9) 958 (37.7)

Headroom with Sunroof 995 (39.2) 995 (39.2) 958 (37.7)

Legroom 1036 (40.8) 917 (36.1) 596 (23.4)

Hip Room 1367 (53.8) 1382 (54.4) 1016 (40)

Shoulder Room 1460 (57.5) 1445 (56.9) 1105 (43.5)

VOLUMES & CAPACITIES

Cargo, Behind 3rd Row, L (cu ft) 303 (10.7)

Cargo, Behind 2nd Row with 3rd Row Folded, L (cu ft) 1048 (37)

Cargo, Behind Front Row with Rear Seats Folded, L (cu ft) 1914 (67.6)

Seating Capacity 7

Volume Index, L (cu ft) 3794 (133.9)

Fuel Tank, 2.4L, L (imp gal) 77.6 (17)
§Maximum ratings based on properly equipped vehicles.

L/100 KM (MPG)
ENGINE TRANSMISSION HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT) CITY HIGHWAY

2.4L DOHC 16V Dual VVT I-4 — FWD 4-speed automatic 172 165 12.7 (22) 9.2 (31)

†Based on 2020 EnerGuide fuel consumption ratings. Government of Canada test methods used. Your actual fuel consumption will vary based on driving 
habits and other factors. For EnerGuide information, please ask your retailer or visit the Government of Canada Web site: www.vehicles.nrcan.gc.ca

RADIO 4.3
• 4.3-inch touchscreen
• AM/FM/CD
• Auxiliary audio input jack
• Remote USB port
Available Radio 4.3 features:

—  Hands-free communication5 with Bluetooth 
streaming audio 

—  SiriusXM satellite radio with 1-year subscription2 

UCONNECT® 3  NAV 1

RADIO 4.3  FEATURES PLUS:
•  8.4-inch full-colour, high-resolution  

touchscreen display
•  SiriusXM satellite radio with 1-year subscription2 
• GPS Navigation1 
•  Hands-free communication5 with Bluetooth 

streaming audio 

2 .4L I -4  ENGINE WITH DUAL VARIABLE VALVE TIMING (VVT) 
Mated to a 4-speed automatic transmission, this smart, highly capable 172-horsepower DOHC I-4 
engine features a smart balance of power and fuel economy, as efficient as 9.2  L/100  km  
(31 mpg) highway,† which lets you travel up to 840 highway kilometres (521 miles) on one tank 
of gas.† Standard.

BLACKTOP PACKAGE
• 17-inch Black aluminum wheels
• Black headlamp bezels
•  Gloss Black grille

MOPAR® ALL-WEATHER GROUP
• Cargo Tray
• Door Sill Guards
• Slush Mats
• Splash Guards

MOPAR CHROME ACCENT PACKAGE
• Bright Bodyside Moulding
• Chrome Exhaust Tip
• Chrome Fuel-Filler Door
• Chrome Mirror Covers 

POPULAR EQUIPMENT GROUP
• Radio 4.3S media centre
•  Hands-free communication5 with Bluetooth® 

streaming audio
•  SiriusXM satellite radio with 1-year subscription2

•  Air conditioning with tri-zone manual  
temperature control

•  Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
• Security alarm
•  Power 10-way driver seat, including 4-way power 

lumbar adjust

REAR-SEAT VIDEO GROUP
• Second-row overhead 9-inch video screen
• Video remote control
• Wireless headphones

SPECIFICATIONS§ PACKAGE DETAILS

MULTIMEDIA CENTRES

POWERTRAIN
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ABOUT THIS CATALOGUE: Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. Ask your retailer for details. Some of the equipment shown or described throughout 
this catalogue is available at extra cost. Specifications, descriptions, illustrative materials and all competitive comparisons contained herein are as accurate as known at the time this publication was approved for 
printing. FCA Canada Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice and without incurring obligation. For the price of the model with the equipment you desire, or verification of specifications 
contained herein, see your Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram and FIAT retailer. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mopar, SRT, Crossroad, CVP, Journey, Mopar Vehicle Protection, Park-Sense, ParkView, Sentry Key, Tilt ’n Slide 
and Uconnect are registered trademarks and Keyless Enter ’n Go is a trademark of FCA US LLC. FIAT is a registered trademark of FCA Group Marketing S.p.A., used under licence by FCA US LLC. Bluetooth is a 
registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. “SiriusXM,” the SiriusXM logo, channel names and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. and are used under licence. Facebook and logo are trademarks of Facebook, Inc. 
The Twitter logo is a service mark of Twitter, Inc. Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins, Inc. WardsAuto is a registered trademark of PENTON BUSINESS MEDIA, INC. Instagram is a registered trademark of 
Instagram, Inc. ©2020 FCA Canada Inc. All rights reserved.

WARRANTIES: 2020 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram vehicles are backed by a 5-year or 100,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.† SRT 
vehicles are backed by a 3-year or 60,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance. Basic Warranty coverage is for 3 years or 60,000 kilometres.* 
Rust-through coverage on all body sheet metal is for 3 years. The Cummins Turbo Diesel engine is protected by a separate Limited Warranty, covering the engine for 5 years or 160,000 kilometres.* The EcoDiesel 
engine is backed by a 5-year or 100,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.†

*Whichever comes first. Some conditions may apply. †The 5-Year/100,000-Kilometre Powertrain Limited Warranty does not apply to vehicles sold for certain commercial uses. See your retailer for full details.

MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION: FCA Canada Inc. has a vested interest in your satisfaction and owner experience with your new vehicle. Mopar Vehicle Protection offers extended service and maintenance plans 
to help ensure you’ll enjoy your vehicle for many years down the road — for just pennies a day. For more information on comprehensive vehicle coverage, see your local Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram retailer 
or call 800-465-2001.

DISCLAIMERS: 1. Never program while driving. GPS mapping and available 3D navigation may not be detailed or available in all areas or reflect current road regulations. 2. Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions 
governed by Sirius terms and conditions available at siriusxm.ca. 3. Based on the latest available competitive information and WardsAuto Middle Cross/Utility segmentation. 4. Based on the latest available 
competitive information and WardsAuto Middle Cross/Utility segmentation. Excludes other vehicles designed and manufactured by FCA US LLC. 5. Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only 
use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so. Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth compatible phone. 6. This is a driver convenience system, not a substitute 
for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of his/her surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. 7. Always sit properly with the head restraint properly adjusted. Never 
place anything in front of the head restraint. 8. No system can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can 
affect. When the warning lamp flashes, the driver needs to use less throttle and adapt speed and driving behaviour to prevailing road conditions. 9. The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified to the Federal 
regulations for Advanced Air Bags. Children 12 years old and younger should always ride buckled up in a rear seat. Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger 
front air bag. All occupants should always wear their lap and shoulder belts properly. 10. Not compatible with all garage door openers.

DODGE.CA 800-361-3700

F O R  F U L L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N  D E T A I L S  / /  V I S I T  D O D G E . C A

LIKE US ON:

facebook.com/dodgecanada
LIKE US ON:

twitter.com/dodge_canada
CHECK US OUT ON:

instagram.com/dodgecanada

SIGN UP FOR  
UPDATES AT:

dodge.ca/en/signup


